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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper every ring has an identity elem.ent and if R E S is 
a ring extension, then R and S share the identity 1, If f is a prime ideal 
of the polynomial ring R[X], by factoring out the ideals Pn R and 
(Pn R)[X] from R and R[X], respectively, we may assume that R is 
prime and P n R = 0. That is why we will assume here almost everywhere 
that R is a prime ring. Then R[X] is also prime. A non-zero ideal (resp. 
ime ideal) P of R[ X] with P r\ R = 0 will be called an R-disjoint ideal 
sp. prime ideal). 
If P is an R-disjoint prime ideal of R[X], then we will show thai 
P = Q [ X] f0 n R [X] where Q is a ring of right (or left ) quotients of R and 
,sO E C[X] is an irreducible polynomial, C being the extended centroid of R, 
It turns out that the above ideal is still interesting even when f0 is not 
irreducible. An ideal of this type is called a principal closed ideal of 
In Section 1 we define principal closed ideals of R[X], where 
prime ring. The main result of this section states that for every non-zero 
R-disjoint ideal I of RCA’] there exists a smallest principal closed ideal CL 
R[X] which contains I. This ideal is said to be the principal closed ideal 
associated with I. It follows that every R-disjoint nrime ideal is principal 
closed. If R is simple then every ideal of R[X] is principal dose 
generated by a manic central polynomial. The name “principal closed” is 
justified in the final part of this section. 
In Section 2 we give our main result which states that if R is a prime 
ring and T is a ring of right (or left) quotients of R, then the set of all 
the principal closed ideals of R[X] is in one-to-one ~orrespondeu~e via 
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contraction with the set of all the principal closed ideals of Z[X] and also 
with the set of all the manic polynomials of C[XJ. In particular, this gives 
a correspondence between R-disjoint prime ideals of R[X], T-disjoint 
prime ideals of T[X], and manic irreducible polynomials in C[X]. When 
R is simple we have a one-to-one correspondence between the R-disjoint 
prime ideals of R[X] and the maximal ideals of Q[X], where Q is the 
maximal ring of right quotients of R. 
At this point it should be noted that there is an obvious connection with 
commutative rings. In fact, if R is a commutative domain and T= C is the 
field of fractions of R, the results obtained in Section 2 concerning prime 
ideals are well known. 
The main result in Section 3 states that every principal closed ideal of 
R[X] is a (uniquely determined) finite intersection of principal closed 
ideals each one of which is associated with a power of a prime ideal. 
Finally, in Section 4, we apply our results to prove that if every prime 
ideal of R is (right) strongly prime (or nonsingular) the same is true of 
NXI. 
Let us set some notation and terminology. The ring R is, except when 
stated otherwise, always a prime ring. By C, we denote the center of R and 
simply by C the extended centroid of R. If Z is an R-disjoint ideal of R[X], 
we denote by z(Z) the ideal of R consisting of 0 and all the leading 
coefficients of polynomials of minimal degree in I. If fE R[X], Jf denotes 
the degree off and Zc(f) the leading coefficient off. Finally, we define the 
minimality of Z by Min(Z) = Min{df: 0 #f~ I>. 
1. PRINCIPAL CLOSED IDEALS 
Let R be a prime ring and denote by 
rR= (f~ R[X]: arf=f ra, f or every r E R, where a = k(f)}. 
For f~ ZR with a = Zc(f) we put 
[flR = (gE R[X]: there exists 0 # Hd R such that gHa E R[X]f). 
We will omit the subscript R when there is no possibility of misunder- 
standing. 
We begin with the following 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f E I- with al 2 1. Then [f] is an R-disjoint ideal of 
R[X] which contains f as a polynomial of minimal degree. 
ProoJ It can easily be seen that [f] is an ideal of R[X]. Since 
fra= arf E R[X] f, for all r E R (where a = k(f)), we have f E [f 1. If 
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irg < L?f and g E [S], there exists 0 # Ha W such that ~ZZLX c R[X],L Fo: 
h fz H there exists 
k = Y’b,,, + . . . + b,, E R[X] 
with gha = lzf. We have b,na = 0. Further, for every TE I?, gkra = kfia = 
karf 
Assume, by induction, that b,a = 0 for i = 111, ~i.~ m- s + t. Then from the 
above relation we get b,, -,ura = 0, for every I’ E R. It follows that 
b ,)1 ~J a = 0. Hence b,a = 0 for i = 0, . ..) m, and so gEI&?c = 0, Thus g = G 
since W[X] is prime. 
LEMMA 1.2. Assume that f and f' are in F. The fo!iowiEg c[re equixiepnt 
(ij Tf 1 c U’l 
(ii) fE [f']. 
PuqL Clearly (i) implies (ii). Conversely, if f~ [S’] and gE [fj, 
there exist non-zero ideals H and H’ OF R swh that fHu’ E REX] J” 
and gH’aE R[X] f, where a=lc(,f) and a’= Ic(f’). So gN’a,W~‘c 
R[X]~HQ'ER[X] f'. Hence gE [f'] since O$N’nZZaR. 
From the above lemma we easily obtain 
COROLLARY 1.3. Assume that 
equiuolent 
rii cJ'i= [If'1 
(ii) SE Cf’l andf'E Cfl 
f and 
(iii) fia’= arf' and a'rf =f’ra, for etleq~ TE R, where c: = ic(f.) and 
u' = k( f' ). 
To see our first main result we need the following. 
DEFINITION 1.4. An ideal Z of R[X] is said to be a principal closed 
ideal if there exists f E r such that [f ] = I. 
TWEQREM 1.5. Let R be a prime ring and let Z be an R-disjoint ideai cf 
REX]. The??. there exists a smallest principal c/osrd ideal [Z] ofR[Xl ;vhich 
contains Z. Moreover, [Z] = [f ] f or any polynomialf of minimai degree in I. 
Z+oo$ Let f be a polynomial of minimal degree n in I with k(f) = a. 
Then ,fra = arf, for every r E R, and so f E r. If g E 1 and ag = n we have 
gra - brf e I, for every r E R, where b = !c( g). Hence gra = brf e R[X] f, hbr 
all r” E R, and so g E [f 1. 
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Assume, by induction, that for ge I with ag 5 nz - 1 we have 
gHu E R[X] f for H = RaR . . . aR (where R appears (m - n)-times). Hence 
ge [f] and take k E I such that dk = m and Zc(k) = c. For Y E H put 
k, = kra - X”-“crf~ I. Since dk, 5 nz - 1, k,Hu E R[X] f and it follows 
easily that kRaHa c R[X] f. This completes the proof of the induction 
argument and therefore 1~ [f]. 
Now, suppose that 1~ [f’] for some f’ E r. Since f~ 1, [f] G [f’] by 
Lemma 1.2. Then [f] is the smallest principal closed ideal of R[X] which 
contains L The proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 1.6. For an R-disjoint ideal I of R[X], the ideal [I] 
defined in Theorem 1.5 will be called the principal closed ideal associated 
with I. 
From Theorem 1.5 an R-disjoint ideal I of R[X] is principal closed if 
and only if I= [I]. More generally, we have the following 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let I be an R-disjoint ideal of R[X]. Then [I] is the 
largest ideal J of R[X] which contains Z and satisfies Min(J) = Min(I). In 
particular, [I] is the unique principal closed ideal of R[X] which contains I
and satisfies Min( [I]) = Min(1). 
Proo$ It is clear that Min( [I]) = Min(1). Suppose that J is an ideal of 
R[X] with Min(Jj=Min(l)=n and J?I. Iff EZand i?f =n thenf E Jand 
so JG [f] = [I], by Theorem 1.5. The rest is clear. 
If 0 # r E R then r E r and we clearly have [r] = R[X]. Hence if I is an 
ideal of R[X] such that In R #O we define [I] = R[X]. We also put 
[0] = 0. Then we have 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let I and J be ideals of R[X]. Then 
(0 [[Ill = VI. 
(ii) If Zc J then [Z] G [J]. 
(iii) [[I] + [J]] = [I+ J]. 
ProojY (i) and (ii) are clear. 
(iii) Since I + J E [I] + [J] c [I + J], the result follows by 
Corollary 1.7. 
Let R be a prime ring and P an R-disjoint ideal of R[X]. Then it is 
known that P is prime if and only if P is maximal in the set of R-disjoint 
ideals of R[X] [8, Corollary 2.131. From this the following is clear. 
COROLLARY 1.9. (i) Every R-disjoint prime ideal of R[X] is principal 
closed. 
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(ii) A principal closed ideal is prime jf and onl~j $ it is maximal in the 
set of al! principal closed ideals of R[X]. 
For a simple ring we have the following. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let R be a simple ring. Then ever-i, ideal of R[X] i.s 
principal closed. Moreover, if I is a non-zero ideai of R X], then I= R[X] “,f 
for some movie poly7omial f E C,[X], where CR is the center -of R, 
ProoJ Let I be an ideal of R[X]. Then In R = 0 and s(I) = R. Hence 
we may choose a polynomial f of minimal degree in I which is manic. Since 
f E r we have f E C,[X]. Suppose that g E C-f]. Then gR E R[X] Jf and so 
g E R[X] f. Therefore [f ] 5 R[X] f c IE L-f] and the proof is complete. 
The following is a direct consequence. 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let R be a simple ring. Then there is a one-to-me 
correspondence via contraction between the set qf all the ideais (resp. pri.me 
ideals) of R[X] and the set of all the ideals (req. maximal ideais) of 
Cl?L-u~ 
Remark 1.12. From Theorem 1.10 we see that when R is a simple ring 
then every principal closed ideal is a principal ideal in the usual sense and 
converseiy. We will see in Section 2 that if R is a unique factorization 
commutative domain, then every principal ciosed ideal is also a principal 
ideal (Remark 2.6(ii)). This fact and the unique factorization Theorem 3.1 
seem to justify the name principal ideal for an ideal of the type [S]. 
However, there are principal ideals which are not principal closed. In 
fact, the ideal I = 2XZ[X] of ZCX] is principal and [I] = X 
Z is the ring of integers. So we could not use simply the na 
ideal.” Now we have a map which associates to every ideal B the ideai [ 
with the properties of Corollary 1.8. This last fact gives us the idea that i 
name principal closed ideal could be a suitable name. 
Remark 1.13. It is easy to see that every R-disjoint ideal of R[Xl Is 
principal closed if and only if R is simple. In fact, if R has a proper ideal 
H then XH[X] is R-disjoint but not principal closed since [XH[X]] = 
XR[X]. 
2. ENLARGING AND CONTRACTING PRINCIPAL. CLOSED IDEALS 
In this section, except when stated otherwise, we denote by R a prime 
ring and by Q the maximal (or complete) right quotient ring of R 
Chap. TX; 5, Sect. 4.31. We recall here the following needed properties 
of Q~ 
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LEMMA 2.1. (i) Rc Q. 
(ii) If J is a dense right ideal of R and f: J+ R is a homomorphism 
of rigkt R-modules, then there exists q E Q such that .f(r) = qr, for all r E J. 
(iii) For any ql, . . . . q,, in Q there exists a dense right ideal J of R such 
that qiJc R, for i= 1, . . . . n. 
(iv) If qJ= 0 for some q E Q and a dense right ideal J of R, then q = 0. 
A ring of right quotients of R is a subring of Q containing R. We denote 
it here by T. An example is the Martindale ring of right quotients of R [6]. 
It may be identified with the subring of Q consisting of all the elements 
q E Q such that there exists a non-zero ideal I of R with qlc R. Its center 
C is called the extended centroid of R. The following facts will be also 
needed. 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) Every rizzg of right quotients of R is also prime. 
(ii) q E C if and only if there exists a non-zero ideal I of R and an 
R-bimodule homomorphism f: I + R such that f (r) = qr, for every r E I. 
(iii) C is a field contaizzed in Co. 
Now we will get results concerning rings of right quotients of R. There 
are, of course, similar results for rings of left quotients of R. 
The main purpose of this section is to get the following. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a prime ring and T a ring of right quotients of 
R. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the following 
(i) the set of all the principal closed ideals of R[X]; 
(ii) the set of all the principal closed ideals of T[X]; 
(iii) the set of all the manic polynomials of C[X], where C is the 
extended centroid of R. 
Moreover, this correspondence associates [f ] R with [f ‘1 T and f0 E C[X] 
ifCf’lTnNXl= CflR and Q C-U f0 n TCXI = Cf ‘I T. 
The proof of the theorem is an easy consequence of the following lemma 
and Corollary 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that f E Fr. Then there exists a zozique manic 
polynomialf,EC[X] sz4ch that [flT=QIX]f,nTIX]. 
Proof Put I= [f ]=n R[X] and n = Min(1). Then it is easy to see that 
Min( [f ] =) = n. If b E 7(Z), then there exists a unique 
g=Xnb+Xn-lb,-l+ ... +b,EI. 
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Thus the map ai: r(1) -+ R defined by a,(6)=bi is a (well-detinedj 
R-bimodule map. Hence there exists ci E C with cib = bi, for i = 0, . ..) r; - 1. 
Choose a polynomial fi E I with a(fr) = n and k(JcI) = a. Therefore 
fl = f,a = aJ6, where 
f,=X”+X”-‘c,-,+ -.. iC,EC[X]. 
Since ,fG is manic, 
Min(&Q[X] n T[X]) = IZ = Min( [4] r). 
If g E [f] T= [fi] r there exists a non-zero ideal H of T with 
grra~T~X]S,EQ[X]f,.Letp,~beinQCx]suchthatg=pS,+?w 
Sr < n. For 12 E M, rha = gha -phafO E Q [X] fO and so rHa = 0. C 
dense right ideal J of R with rJc R[X]. Then rJHa= 0 and hence f=O, 
since T is prime and J is dense. Thus g E Q[X] fO n T[X] and SO [$] T = 
Q[X] SO n r[X], by Corollary 1.7. 
Finally, if g, is a manic polynomial in C[X] suck that 
Q[X] go n r[X] = [f-jr then S(f, -go) < n and there exists a non-zero 
ideal K of R with (j”-go)Kc[f].. Thus (J;,--go)M=O and we get 
fo =go. 
Using Lemma 2.4 we easily obtain 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let I be a T-disjoint ideal qf T[X]. Then k’ is princ@~l 
closed [f and only if I= Q[X] f3 n T[X], -for som monk po2~nomkairi 
j-0 E q-x-]. 
Remcwk 2.6. (i) Suppose that T contains the central closure RC of R 
and fO E C[X]. Then Q [X] fO n T[X] = f3 T[X] and it is new ciear that in 
this case the principal closed ideals of T[X] are the ideals of the type 
r[X] f> where f is a manic polynomial satisfying T[X] S=J’a[X]. 
(ii) If R is a unique factorization commutative domain andfE RCA’]! 
thenjErR and [flR=RIX]f,, for somef,ER[X]. In fact: let Fbe the 
field of fractions of R and suppose that SO E F[X] is manic and 
[f]R=FIX]fOnRIX]. If gE[flR then g=k;fO, for some kEF[X]. 
Choose de R with fi = df, E R[X] and such that the greatest common 
sor of all the coefficients of Ji is 1. It is easy to see that dP ‘k E R[X 
sog=d-‘kfl~RIX]f,. Hence [f]R~R[X]Jf,~[~“].. 
Combining the former results with Corollary 1.9 we easily have the 
following interesting corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let R be a prime ring and T a rfng of right quotients 
of R. A T-disjoint ideal P of T[X] is prime $ and on/y l.f 
P = Q[X] jr0 n T[X], for some manic irreducible poiytio.mial J\ E C[X!. 
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COROLLARY 2.8. Let R be a prime ring and T a ring of right quotients 
of R. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the following 
(i) the set of all the R-disjoint prime ideals of R[X]; 
(ii) the set of all the T-disjoint prime ideals of T[X]; 
(iii) the set of all the maximal ideals of C[X]. 
Moreover, this correspondence associates the prime P of R[X] with the 
prime P* of T[X] and the maximal M of C[X] such that P* n R[X] = P 
and P* = Q[X]Mn T[X]. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let K be the algebraic closure of C and put 
Q, = Q Oc K. Assume that P is an R-disjoint prime ideal of R[X]. Then 
(i) There exists c~K.such that P=Ql[X](X-c)nR[X]. 
(ii) There are finiteIy many Q,-disjoint prime ideals of Ql[X] lying 
over P. 
Proof. (i) Let P* be a Q-disjoint prime ideal of Q[X] such that 
P* n R[X] = P and suppose that f. E C[X] is an irreducible polynomial 
with P*=Q[X] fo. If c is any root off0 in K then P,=Q,[X](X-c) 
is a Q,-disjoint prime ideal of Q,[X] and P,nQ[X] zP*. So 
P* = P, n Q[X] and (i) follows. 
(ii) If P’ is a Q,-disjoint prime ideal of Q,[X], then P’= 
Q,[X](X-d), for some dEK. We require that P’n R[X] =P and so 
P’ n Q[X] = P*, where P* is as in (i). So f. E P’ and hence d is a root of 
fo. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let R be a prime ring satisfl+zg one of the following 
(i) R has ACC on right annihilators. 
(ii) R is (right) strongly prime. 
Then the correspondence in Theorem 2.3 is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the set of all the principal closed (resp. R-disjoint prime) ideals of 
R[X] and the set of all the (resp. maximal) ideals of Q [Xl, where Q is the 
maximal ring of right quotients of R. 
Proof By Theorem 1.10 it is enough to show that Q is simple. This is 
true if R is a strongly prime ring [3, Corollary 1, Sect. 41. Also, if R is a 
prime ring which has ACC on right annihilators, then R is (right) non- 
singular, by [2, Proposition 3.311. Then we can easily see that Q is simple 
by the same way used in [S, Sects. 4.5 and 4.61. 
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Finally we have 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let R be arty’ ring (not necessariij; prime) and !eet 1, 
be a prime ideal of R. Then there exists a field F which depends OH P,, swk 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence berweelz the set of al! rhe prime 
ideals P # P,[ X] of R[X] which contract ;o P, and rhe set of al! tke manic 
irreducible polynomials qf F[X]. 
ProoJ It is enough to take F as the extended centroid of the prime ring 
R;P, and apply Corollary 2.8. 
3. A UNIQUE FACTORIZATION PROPERTY 
In this section we will use the same notation as in the former one. We 
denote by R a prime ring with extended centroid C and complete ring of 
right quotients Q. The main purpose here is to prove the fohowlng. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a prime ring and I a principal closed ideai @ 
R[X]. Then there exist a finite set of R-disjorrit prime ideals P,, ~~.: P, sf 
R[X] andpositiue integers e,, . ..~ e, such that I= nfzl [P:], where [PF] IS 
the primipal closed ideal associated with PP;. Moreoaer, this ~e~~ese~~at~o~ is 
unique up to the ordering of the fartors. 
We begin this section by proving the following particular case of 
Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let I be a principal closed ideal odf Q[X]. Tken tkere exist 
a finite set of Q-disjoint prime ideals P, , .,., PI of Q [IX] and positive integei;l 
e,, . . . . et such that I= n:= 1 P:i~ This representation is uniqtte up :Q the 
ordering qf the -factors. 
Proo$ First note that if p, and pz are relatively prime polynomials of 
C[X] then Q[X] p1 p2 = Q[X] p1 n Q[A’j p2. By Corollary 2.5 there 
exists a manic polynomial f. E C[X] such that I= Q[X] fog Suppose that 
fO =p;’ . .p:’ is the decomposition of fO as a product of manic irredncibie 
factors in C[X]. Then 
I= Q[X] p;’ . ..p.‘= (j Q[X] p::‘= /) (Q[X] pijeC, 
r=l i=i 
where Q[X]p, is a prime ideal of Q[X]. 
Let P be a Q-disjoint prime ideal of Q[X] and e an integer with Ic P’ 
Take a manic irreducible polynomial pi C[X] such that P= Q[X] p. 
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Hence pe divides fO in C[X] and so there exists i such that p =pi and 
e 5 ei. The uniqueness of the decomposition is now easily established. 
We will need the following 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P be an R-disjoint prime ideal of R[X] and p E C[X] a 
polynomial such that P = Q[ X] p n R[X]. Then the principal closed ideal 
associated with P’ is [P’] = Q[X] p’n R[X], for any integer e 2 1. 
ProoJ: First note that Min(P’) = (dp)‘= Min(Q[X] pen R[X]) since 
s(P) is not nilpotent. Therefore the result follows by Corollary 1.7 because 
P’G Q[X] pen R[X]. 
Now we can prove the main theorem of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume that foE C[X] is a manic polynomial 
such that Z= Q[X]fin R[X]. By Lemma 3.2, QIX]fo= fit=, (Q[X]pj)ei, 
where pin C[X] is a manic irreducible polynomial, i = 1, . . . . t. Hence 
Pi = Q [X] pi n R[X] is a prime ideal of R[ X] and the principal closed 
ideal associated with P” is 
Hence, 
Z= ij (Q[lXl pi)” n R[X] = h [Pf’]. 
i-1 i= 1 
Suppose that Z= nf= r CL?], where Lj is prime, 1 sjss. Then 
[L?] = Q[X] 4: n R[X] for some irreducible polynomials qj E C[X], by 
Lemma 3.3. Therefore Z= Jn R[X], where J= nJ= I Q[X] q? is a principal 
closed ideal of Q[ X]. Hence J= nf= r Q[X] pp’ by Theorem 2.3 and the 
uniqueness of the decomposition follows from Lemma 3.2. 
As a direct consequence we have the following corollaries. Since the 
proofs are easy we will omit them. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let Z be an R-disjoint ideal of R[X]. 
(i) There exist a finite number of R-disjoint prime ideals P,, . . . . P, and 
integers e,, . . . . err uniquely determined, such that [Z] = n:= I [Psi]. 
(ii) Z is principal closed if and only if Z is a finite intersection of ideals, 
each one of which is a principal closed ideal associated ,r,ith a power of a 
prime. 
COROLLARY 3.5. An intersection of distinct R-disjoint prime ideals of 
R[ X] is non-zero if and on& if it is a finite intersection. 
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]EX~~PLE 3.6. If P is a Q-disjoint prime ideal of Q[X] then P= 
Q[X] p for some irreducible polynomial p E C[X]. Then P’ = Q[X] ,D’ is 
also a principal closed ideal. This example, due to E. Vespers, shows that 
prime powers do not need to be principal close 
Let Q be the field of rational numbers and let 0 be the integral domain 
of all the power series of Q [ [ Y]] h aving the coefficient of Y equal to zerc. 
The fieid of fractions of D is F=O[[Y, Y-l]]. Consider P*= 
(X- Y) F[X] which is a prime ideal of F[X]. Then f = P* n D[X] is & 
prime ideal of D[X]. We can easily check that if f E P and +f = 1, then 
cc 
f=(X- Y) 1 q;Y’, 4;EQ 
i=2 
Hence, if g E P’, 
g= (X2-2XY+ Y’) c $i:‘, 
i2.3 
(X2- 2xy+ Y2) Y2 E (X- Y)Z F[X] n D[X] 
Thus P’s P*? n D[X]. 
We now prove that the situation above cannot occur if the prime ideal 
is maximal. We have 
OPOSITION 3.7. Assume that -M is a ma.uimai dea/ of R[Xj whit? is 
(i) lf T is a ring of right quotients of R which cor?tains the central 
cr’osure RC Gf R, then T is simple. 
(ii j M’ is principal closed for etlery i 2 i. 
ProoJ: (i) Suppose M* = T[X] f. IS a T-disjoint prime i 
with M” n T[X] = M, where foe C[X]. It is easy to see that M* is a 
maximal ideal. If I# 0 is an ideal of T, then M* $ S[X] = T[X]. 
there exist g E T[X], h E I[X], such that 1 =g& + k Since $fO 2 1 we 
get g E 1[X], a contradiction. 
(ii) ket f be a polynomial of minimal degree in -AA”, a = k(f) and 
go [J]R. Then there exists 0 #N 4 R such that gHaz R[X]fc 
Hence gHaR c M2 and we may assume, changing notation, that 
gHGMi G M. Then it is clear that geM and H[X] +M= REX]. Thus 
?=kl+-k,, for some k,EH[X] and k,eM, and so g=gk,+gk,EM’. 
Consequently, MZ = [f fR. 
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Assume, by induction, that M”-’ = [flR, for some polynomial f of 
minimal degree in IV”-’ and suppose that k is a polynomial of minimal 
degree in M”. A similar argument gives M” = [k] R. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we denote by R a ring not necessarily prime. We put 
S,, = R[X, > .. . . X,] the polynomial ring in n-indeterminates over R. We give 
here some applications of our former results. 
For the notion of strongly prime ideals see [7]. When we say strongly 
prime we mean right strongly prime. First we have 
THEOREM 4.1. If every prime ideal of R is strongly prime, thetz the same 
is true of S,,, for every rz 2 1. 
The proof of this theorem follows easily by an induction argument from 
the following 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that R is a strongly prime ring. Then every prime 
ideal P of R[X] ,t+th P n R = 0 is strongly prime. 
ProoJ: By the same argument used in [l, Lemma 3.l(ii)], R[X] is 
strongly prime. Thus we may assume that P #O. Let P* be the extension 
of P to Q[X] and f E C[ X] a manic irreducible polynomial such that 
P* = fQ [X] (where Q and C are as in the former sections). 
Suppose that Is P. Then In R #0 and so there exists a finite set 
Fc In R such that Fb = 0, b E R, implies that b = 0. We complete the proof 
by showing that F is an insulator module P. In fact, let g be in R[X] with 
Fg c P. Since f is manic there exist h and r in Q [X] such that g = hf + r, 
where either r=O or c?r < 8f. For any aE F, ar =ag-ahf E P* and so 
ar = 0. Choose a dense right ideal J of R with rJc R. Then FrJ= 0, so 
rJ=Oandhencer=O.Thusg=hfEP*nR[X]=P. 
If P is a strongly prime ideal of R[X] then is easy to see that Pn R is 
a strongly prime ideal of R. Thus we clearly have the following 
COROLLARY 4.3. If P is a strongly prime ideal of S,, then every prime 
ideal P’ of S,, t+Yth P’ n R = P n R is also strongly prime. 
We denote by Z(R) the (right) singular ideal of R [2, p. 301 and by 
Ann,(a) the (right) annihilator of a in R. A prime ideal P of R is said to 
be (right) nonsingular if Z(R/P) = 0. Now we are going to prove the 
following 
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THEOREM 4.4. If every prime ideal of R is nowirzgular, then he same ~3 
true of S,;, j”or every n 2 1. 
The proof of this theorem is an easy consequence of the next lemma. 
first we need to point out the following fact which can easily be proved 
using induction on dg: Let J be a right ideal of R, gEJ[X], andf~ R[Xj 
a monk polynomial. Then the polynomials t’r and r in R[K] such that 
g = hf + r, where either r = 0 or 8~ < Zf, are in J[X]. 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that R is a nonsingular prime ri??g. The!? ever>* 
prime ideal P of R[X] with P A R = 0 is rzonsingular. 
Proof. If P = 0, then Z(R[X]/P) = 0 follows by [9> T eorem 2.71. Thus 
we may suppose that P # 0. Assume that Z(-R[X]/P) = [!iP # O? where i is 
an ideal of R[X]. Then there exists b E In R, 0 +O. Let J be .z non-zero 
right ideal of R such that Jn Ann,(b) =0 and choose gE J[X] such b! 
bgEP and g$ P. 
Let P* be the extension of P to Q[X] and SE C,X] an irreducible 
manic polynomial such that P* = Q[X] ,f. Then there exist h and P in 
JQ[X] with g = hf + r, where either 87 < aJf or r = 0. Take a dense right 
ideal f-I of R such that rH c J[X]. For all c E di”, brc = bgr - bhj? E P” and 
so brc = 0. Hence I’C = 0 and it follows that r= 0. Therefore 
g E P* n REX] = P, a contradiction. 
In the next corollary we denote by R,, the set of all the po’hynomials i~1 
R[X] of degree St? (together with 0). 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let R be a ring and P a rlonsingular primme ideal of S,, . 
Then P n R is a nonsingular ideal of R and ever>% prime ideal P’ of S,: !!Ytk 
4’ n R = P n R is also nonsingular. 
Proc$ By factoring out convenient ideals we may assume that 
P n R = 0. Using induction and Lemma 4.5 it is enough to prove that R 1s 
nonsingular in the case n = 1. Suppose that a E R and Ann.(a) is an essen- 
tial right ideal and let I be a right ideal of R[X] such that 12 P. Take 
polynomials g and f of minimal degree M and n in I and P, respectively, 
where 0 5 m 2 n (n 2 1). If m = n, since gra = brf E P. for every r E R (where 
a = /c(f) and b = Ic( g) j, a standard argument shows that In R,, = P n R,, 
and then In R, = P n R, for every t 2 12, a contradiction. Thus we may 
assume rzti < n. 
If ag#O for every O#gEInR,, then there exists k E In R,, such that 
0 # af’? = X’ac, + .. . + ac, is of minimal degree, where C,E pi are the 
coefficients of k and ac, #O. Now take 0 $ C,CE c,R n .Ann,jnj and so 
O#hc~Tn R, and a(ahc)< c?(ah). Hence there is gE 1 with ag=O 2nd 
g# 0. Then (a + P)(g+ P) =0 where 0 #g+ PE i/P and it follows thae 
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a+ PEZ(R[X]/P) =O. Consequently, QE Pn R=O and the proof is 
complete. 
Finally, we prove the following proposition corresponding to [4, 
Theorem 28 and Ex. 71. But first recall that a Brown-McCoy ring is a ring 
in which every prime ideal is an intersection of maximal ideals. Also, R is 
a Brown-McCoy ring if and only if for every maximal ideal M of R[X], 
M n R is a maximal ideal of R [ 11, Theorem 41. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let R be a ring and let N be a maximal ideal of R 
which has a set of k-generators as a left (right) ideal of R. Then 
(i) Every maximal ideal M of R[X] such that Mn R = N has a set 
of (k+ 1)-generators as ‘a left (right) ideal of R[X]. 
(ii) [A in addition, R is a BrowwMcCoy ring, then every maximal 
ideal M of S, such that M n R = N has a set of (k + n)-generators as a left 
(right) ideal of S,,. 
ProoJ: (i) Suppose that N=xf=, Rri, riE R, and consider IV= 
M/N[X] which is a maximal ideal of (R/N)[X]. Hence, &?= (R/N)[X]f, 
for some f~ C,RjNj[X]. Take f E R[X] such that f + N[X] =f. Then it is 
easy to see that M= Ck=I R[X]r,+ RIX] f. 
(ii) Using [ll, Theorem 41 and part (i), the proof is completed by 
induction. 
The following is clear 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let R be a BrocrwMcCoy ring. If every maximal ideal 
of R has finiteI}? many generators as a left (right) ideal of R, then the same 
is true of S,, . 
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